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Unlike the Sonitus EQ, the Sonitus FX EQ only includes four fully
independent band controls. In addition, there are two controls that

can be used for both the EQ and the band controls: the threshold and
the knee. The interface is very clean, and the settings are easy to see
and easy to modify. Unlike the EQ that ships with Sonar, the Sonitus
FX EQ has four fully independent band controls.The interface is very

clean, and the settings are easy to see and easy to modify.The preset
manager is well-organized, and includes a useful'record knob'

function. The Time Warp module includes eight channels. A full
waveform display, similar to a typical DAW's audio insert effect,

shows each channel with its own button. This is designed to work as
an alternate channel effect in a stereo mix. You can tweak each
channel's key parameters. The Sonitus VCA effect includes two

channel modes, a frequency control, and four assignable
level/wet/dry controls.The sound quality is good, but it's rarely used,
as the various filters are more effective and convenient in the Gain
control. Mieke Brinkman, VST Editor at Cakewalk: Cakewalk always

strives to bring you the best available tools.
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Cakewalk.Sonitus.FX.Plugin.Suite.VST.DX.v3.3.1.0-DOA Extended
version!! 8/10/07. Kaiwii Osx VSTi for Cakewalk SonitusFX VSTi

Plugins. Designed for macOS. VSTi plugins specifically for SonitusFX.
VSTi plugins DOA is specifically designed for use with SonitusFX. DOA
is a professional, complete, and expert toolset for audio production.

With these professional plugins you will be able to create full-featured
soundscapes.
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The Sonitus Phaser plug-in is a versatile tool for creative
manipulation. For example, it can generate quick rhythmic sound

effects, or change your sound in dramatic ways. You can also use it to
add harmonic distortion or other parameter-modifying effects. Use
the Phaser in the channel's Mixer, and then call the Sonitus plug-in

from your MIDI channel (instead of the regular channel). This can be
done without any MIDI latency. The Sonitus Phaser can be used in

conjunction with the Sonitus Delay plug-in, which can provide a slow-
moving pulse train. Try it out on your favorite guitar parts, and then

apply the Sonitus Phaser to generate a variety of rhythmic and
harmonic sequences. There are several more effects in the new

Sonar 3 Series. The StereoChorus effect actually works as advertised.
The Pan and Echo plug-ins now have dedicated touch-screens to

control the devices and a simple tap-and-drag interface. The Delay
effect has a new 2:1 view, and an adjustable Auto Off Delay. The

AutoPan effect is simple but effective. Sonitus Delay offers
independent delays for the left and right channels, plus Crossfeed
and Diffusion parameters that can add reverb-like features.This

remains my go-to delay, and is one of the main reasons I have a DX
wrapper for other DAW programs to let me run Sonitus plug-ins. It's
difficult to find delays that can do everything the Sonitus Delay has
been doing for over 20 years. Again, if you're a composer, or use

third-party content, you'll find this package essential. The author has
been kind enough to leave the plug-in settings dialogue window

visible when importing presets (VSampler 3 only). Or you can copy
the folder containing the VST plug-in in your Sonar Producer plug-in

folder (in the following example, the folder is Sonitus_0911_fx).
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